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Here in our neighborhood, we are especially aware of the 
insignificance and problematic quality of human will and 
undertaking. At once we can be overwhelmed by the 
beauty, complexity and unmanageability of the natural 
world around us, and also dismayed, horrified or defiant on 
the subject of our human culpability for the neglect and 
destruction of things.  We are at once surrounded by a wild 
and wonderful array of creatures, geological formations 
and vistas that no human being could ever possibly make, 
but also confronted by countless examples of human 
stubbornness, ignorance and selfishness that are actively 
harmful to the ecosystem we inhabit, and detrimental to 
our children’s environmental future.  
 
What may seem obvious, when stated outright, is easily 
overlooked, forgotten or rationalized away when questions 
of what to do about ecological challenges, crises, 
threatening disasters; just this: Creation is not at fault for 
whatever we decide is wrong with the world. Nature is not 
culpable for the things that are hard for us to deal with in 
her. Humankind is the only moral actor on the planet. If 
there are other species in the cosmos who have what we 
might call consciousness, we haven’t found or met them 
yet, except in science fiction, and there aren’t too many 
convincing arguments out there that say we are anything 
like ready to share our wisdom with them. 
 



On this celebratory day of St. Francis of Assisi, whose fame 
rests on the sublime spiritual foundation of humility, 
service to the poor and compassion for all creatures, we are 
reminded, in Psalm 19:  “The heavens are telling the glory 
of God; and the firmament proclaims God’s handiwork. 
Their voices go out to the end of the world. In the heavens 
God has made a place for the sun; it’s rising is from the end 
of the heavens, and its circuit to the end of them. Nothing is 
hidden from its heat.” 

There is no escaping this truth: the natural world is what it 
is. Our hope lies in finding ways to cooperate with Nature, 
not ways to overcome it. Of course there are forces we can 
harness to build things and feed people and improve our 
living conditions for a time, but ultimately, as a race, ours is 
a privileged existence, contingent on the maintenance of 
our working relationship with the planet. The words of 
Genesis that have God authorizing humanity to subdue the 
Earth have caused more problems than they have solved. 

Here’s a word or two by the great James Thurber that may 
shed some light on the problem: “How sharper than a 
sermon’s truth it must have been for many human beings 
when they learned that the Bottle-Nosed Dolphin may, in 
time, succeed battle-poised Man as the master species on 
Earth. This prophecy is implicit in the findings of those 
scientists who have been studying, and interviewing 
dolphins in laboratories. It neither alarms nor surprises me 
that Nature whose patience with our self-destructive 
species is giving out, may have decided to make us, if not 
extinct, at least a secondary power among the mammals of 
this improbable planet. 



“We shall, alas, not be on Earth to hear the lectures, and to 
read the reports on Man by a distinguished intelligence 
equal, and perhaps superior to our own. I should like to 
hear a thoughtful and brilliant dolphin cutting us down to 
our true size, in that far day when the much vaunted 
Dignity of Man becomes a Footnote to History, a phrase 
lifted from the dusty books of human sociologists and the 
crumbling speeches of obliterated politicians. 

“Anyone, even a human being, capable of contemplation 
and the exercise of logic, must realize that what has been 
called the neurotic personality of our time is rapidly 
becoming psychopathic.  Almost all Man’s self-praise is 
exaggerated and magnified by the muddled and conflicting 
concepts of religion, sociology and philosophy.  We are not, 
for instance, the most adjustable of creatures, but the most 
helpless and desperate, so that we have had to develop 
ingenuity of a high and flexible kind in order to survive. All 
of the other creatures of the Earth, with the exception of 
those we have made dependent by domestication, are more 
adjusted than we are, and can, and must get along without 
us. But we depend on many of them for our existence as we 
depend on vegetables.  

“The penguins, for example eat plankton, a nourishing, if 
somewhat despondent food. Man, being Man doesn’t care 
much for submissive vittles, but loves to beat the hell out of 
some of his main dishes, and has devised a dozen weapons 
with which to kill them. The penguin and the dolphin, 
beholding the dismaying spectacle of human beings at table 
will surely exclaim, when they learn English, ‘what foods 
these mortals eat!’” 



Blessed indeed are the animals, for theirs is the kingdom. It 
was theirs a long time before it was ours. The Earth is their 
vineyard. Even in the humanly-chronicled story of the 
Creation, the beasts were here first. Jesus tells us in no 
uncertain terms what the result will be if we treat the 
native inhabitants of the planet with disrespect, 
callousness and impropriety, if we hurt the children of the 
owner of the vineyard: “Therefore I tell you, the kingdom of 
God will be taken away from you and given to a people that 
produces the fruits of the kingdom.” Jesus is not waffling 
here. Our Creation narrative would have been more 
accurate and constructive if it told us to be fruitful and 
multiply discreetly, and rather than to subdue and control 
the Earth and its inhabitants, to care for, honor and learn 
from them, at the risk of our very existence.  

The rest of God’s creatures on this planet are indeed our 
neighbors. If we would follow a vocation and pursuit of 
neighbor love, they will be a part of our compassionate 
strivings. If we would be better, and more God-seeking 
creatures ourselves, we will focus our attention less on 
what they can do for us, than on what they can teach us. 
They embody the beauty of the Earth; they don’t need 
commandments. For them, it’s the beauty and wondrous 
workings of God that order things. They are perfect as 
perfect can be. We are the ones who need instructions.  We 
are the ones who require saving. 

Yes indeed,  “The laws of the Lord are perfect, reviving the 
soul; the decrees of the Lord are sure, making wise the 
simpleminded; the precepts of the Lord are right, rejoicing 
the heart; the commandments of the Lord are clear, 
enlightening the eyes.” Thank God we have ‘em. Would to 



God we could keep ‘em. They exist, not to control us, but to 
free us. We are the only creatures who yearningly say, “Let 
the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be 
acceptable to you, O Lord, my rock and my redeemer.”  

Is it any wonder when the people saw thunder, lightning 
and the mountain smoking, they said to Moses, “You speak 
to us, and we will listen; but do not let God speak to us, or 
we will die?” Moses said, “Don’t be afraid; God has come 
only to put fear upon you so that you do not sin.” Is our fear 
that we won’t be able to fulfill the Lord’s commandments, 
or that we’ll have to? 

Cooperation and neighbor love are so very complicated and 
difficult for us who are constantly doing psychometrics, 
trying to measure and figure each other out. Marilynne 
Robinson observes: “People are brilliant creatures, who at 
a very high rate are incomprehensible to each other. If 
what people want is to be formally in society, to have 
status, to have loving relationships, houseplants that don’t 
die, the failure rate is phenomenal. Excellent people, well-
meaning people, their lives do not yield what they hoped. 
This doesn’t diminish, at all, the fact that their dignity is 
intact. But their grief is enormous.” 

We’re always trying to anchor meaning in experience. But 
without the concept of worth, there’s no concept of 
meaning. I cannot make a dollar worth a dollar; I have to 
trust that it is worth a dollar. I can’t make a human being 
worthy of my respect; I have to assume that he is worthy of 
my respect. Which I think is so much of the importance of 
the Genesis narrative. We are given each other in trust. I 



think people are much too wonderful to be alive briefly and 
gone. . . 

She continues, “Cuttlefish have these amazing brains. Very 
beautiful. And they live about two years. In the economics 
of biology, there’s not a lot of value in that much brain for a 
creature that lives so briefly. It could be part of the problem 
that we don’t properly estimate the intelligence of any 
creature. They are so brilliant that there’s a sort of 
economic problem in the idea that they could live briefly 
once, under unfavorable circumstances. And that’s that.” 

We have to pay closer attention to the worth of all of God’s 
Creation, or we are lost.  At last, here is a poem by Alicia 
Susan Ostriker that noses around the issue: 

To be blessed, said the old woman, is to live and work 
so hard, God’s love washes through you, like milk 
through a cow. 
 
To be blessed, said the dark red tulip, is to knock their 
eyes out with the slug of lust implied by your upended 
skirt. 
 
To be blessed, said the dog, is to have a pinch of God 
inside you, and all the other dogs can smell it. 

 

 

 

 

 



 


